Rancho Vista Punta Gorda

Rancho Vista Punta Gorda has the opportunity for an enthusiastic individual with a strong interest in organic/biological farming

We are offering paid internship position(s) to candidates with a strong interest in field scouting, data collection and evaluation, nutrition and irrigation management and drone operation and mapping. Rancho vista Punta Gorda is located in coastal Ventura County on 730 acres. We farm avocados, lemons and bananas

Our underlying agronomic philosophy are based on creating and maintaining a healthy soil food web and producing nutrient dense produce

Successful candidates should have and interest in Entomology, Soil biology, agronomy and ag systems management. Successful completion of coursework in these areas is preferred

Work will involve spending long hours in the field scouting and collecting information as well as time in the office evaluating information collected.

Housing can be provided.

Please send resumes to andy@vistapuntagorda.com